
 
 

Alberta Standardbred Horse Association 
 Annual General Meeting 

April 15, 2018, Century Downs Racetrack and Casino 
 

1. Meeting called to order by Blair Corbeil at 6:31 pm  

2. Quorum reached with 56 voting members present. 

3. Motioned by Carl Archibald and seconded by Debbie Campbell to approve the presented minutes from the 
2017 AGM.                               Motion carried. 
Motioned by John Hind and seconded by Don McDougall to add an item of a change to the by-laws to the 
agenda in new business under section C.          Motion carried. 

4. Financial Report - John Hind 

• Through a provided report, John explained details of the 2017 financials. All were within the expected 
budgets, except the known additional expenses for the World Driving Challenge. 
Motion made by John Hind and seconded by Mo Stewart for the financial report to be accepted as 
read/distributed.                                                                                                                                   Motion carried. 

5. a) President’s Report – Blair Corbeil 

• Blair congratulated Bill Andrew for his induction into the Horse Racing Hall of Fame, and submitted his 
regrets to see him resign from the HRA board. 

• HRA update; there has been significant work by Bill Andrew, John Hind, Don McDougall and other 
members of ASHA, for a big push on how slot revenues are split between breeds. Through Bill’s 
challenging work, they came to a consensus which had to go back to the boards for approval. All boards 
approved it except for one.  

• A bill put forward by the HRA board restructures their board, adding more public members; some of 
which are not (race) horse knowledgeable. The current board is trying to be pro-active by getting an 
agreement that doesn’t leave decisions up to people who do not understand or know the business.   

• HRA is also looking for a new chair and CEO to be in place this summer.  

• Century Mile is working hard but there may be a delay. We are working on not missing any stake races or 
race days.  Paul may speak to this in his speech. HRA does have a plan B in place for racing this year and 
they have absolutely ensured us that we will not lose race days or stakes. Purse and breed improvement 
levels will be maintained as budgeted, which is promising as they are going to be down on slot revenue 
with no Century Mile. The purses or stakes structure will remain the same and not require restructuring. 
Century Mile has worked very hard, putting significant dollars into the program before they had all the 
permits to get going. The delay was due to a lawsuit between Century vs. Northlands and a native group 
pending adjudication from the AGLC. Upon the (favourable) ruling Century was ready and hit the ground 
running. 

• With the decreased revenue under the new MOU, the board has been challenged to maintain purse and 
stakes levels but thanks to the ASHA board, especially John and Fred the numbers work, even with this 
challenge. 

• We are thankful for the partnership with Century Casinos and look forward to working with Paul and his 
staff.  We have also taken a good hard look at how to increase the industry members, and fans.  We are 
working on proposals that will involve the entire membership of the industry.  SC is also working on 
recognizing all the hard-working grooms in the industry.  There is work on programs to entice new owners 
and fans in the business and we hope there will be support as we try to grow this.  We have been hearing 
that for years about the importance of growing the business and now it’s more important than ever.  The 
board and Century will be working hard to make this happen.  We need to increase the breeding as well.  
Our breeders must be confident that they can produce and make revenue on their product.  Support to 
our breeders is critical and the owners need to know that they will have the opportunity to race.  We 
need to bring a positive attitude to the industry and show the fans and industry partners what a 
wonderful fun industry it is to be part of.   



 
 

 
b). & c).  HRA Breeders and HRA Representative– Bill Andrew 
• The BIP program overall support is down a bit year over year from the government. In addition to 

Northlands low slot pay.  

• With the breeders committee, the stakes program was preserved as best as possible. We have raced for 
the best money we could and hope to race for more when the new track is on line.  

• Optimistically, Alberta breds are racing well outside of the province at Fraser, Cal X and other 
jurisdictions. 

• HRA is looking into an over all program in the province to help work with people who get involved in 
opioids and addiction much like with people that are addicted to alcohol we have to make sure we are 
doing everything we can to help these people out.  

•  Regarding the negotiations with TB and QH; there are four groups in the province, STB, TB, Community 
TB and QH. We spent about a month and a half to try to get to a split to go forward on the slot revenue. 
We had consensus; the STB and QH agreed but the TB and Community TB had one number and they could 
not agree on a split.  If it goes to arbitration, I believe that whoever looks at it will see that there was an 
agreement between a number between the STB and QH and hopefully with just let the TB and community 
Tb fight that one out. 

 d). e). f).  No reports from the Breeder’s Chair, Owner’s Chair or Driver/Trainer’s Chair in absenta 
6. New Business and Question Period 
a). By Law amendment –  
Change from: 

4.  
d) A general meeting of the Society may be called at any time by the Secretary-Treasurer upon the 

instructions of the President by notice in writing to the last known address of each member delivered 
by ordinary mail and placed in the care of Canada Post Corporation at least thirty (30) days prior to the 
date of the meeting. 

TO: 

d) A general meeting of the Society may be called at any time by the Secretary-Treasurer upon the 
instructions of the President.  

Due Notice shall be the Society’s procedure for notifying members of meeting dates and 
circumstances so that they will have adequate time and opportunity to consider the pending 
business.  Due Notice of the meeting shall specify the place, the date, and the hour of the meeting, 
and in the case of special business the general nature of such business.  

Due Notice shall be considered to be given when delivery is made to the household, via publication, 
either in  

I. writing to the last known address of each member delivered by ordinary mail and placed in 
the care of Canada Post Corporation,  

or 
II. e-mailing their last known electronic mailing address, 

at least thirty (30) days prior to the date of the meeting. Membership shall communicate to the ASHA 
administration office as to their preferred means of receiving Due Notice on the ASHA Membership 
application forms by stating their preferred method of contact of either surface mail or email. 

Motioned by John Hind and seconded by Don McDougall accept this change to the by-laws.       Motion carried.     

b.  Report from Century Down – Paul Ryneveld 
Paul – “Welcome back everyone. We are into our third week and finally have some nicer weather. Handle is up 9% 
on track and 57% altogether versus the first three days last year.  Easter weekend gave us a lot of exposure.  If you 



 
 

omit the coverage from Australia and New Zealand on World Driving Championship day, then Sunday was a record 
handle.  It’s hard to compare to the WDC, with a real record of 203K but that was including Australia and New 
Zealand.  I have put to our team that that 147 K is going to be broken.  We are seeing a lot more interest from 
North America. It’s our 4th season and now people are more aware of us and are turning us on.  It starts small but 
soon increases.  The 9% on track is really encouraging especially with the weather.  A big mandate from the 
government and HRA is focusing on growing the business.  I believe that the future is bright, and we can really 
grow this business for all breeds in the province.   
If you have driven by Century Mile site, the steel is going up and there’re three weeks ahead of schedule which is 
the first time I’ve ever been on a project where anything was ahead. There is still really no way that we will make 
the fall though, so we are working with HRA and the industry to make things work. We were hoping to have 
something by today, but as we don’t, hopefully we will by April 30th we will know what the fall is going to look like.  
The opening date for Century Mile has been pinpointed as April 2019, which is the start of the AGLC fiscal year. 
AGLC informed up that it will take 2 months as opposed to the 1 week as previously thought, to change their 
systems to include player tracking system to reward points to players. They will wait until NP machines are pulled 
at the end of the season to maintain revenue for the industry. The grading is completed, and the barns are planned 
so I don’t think that that date will change.  On the casino side, we finished the first quarter of the year fairly well, 
we’ve been seeing growth year over year, even when most others were down. This year we have generated an 
extra 182K for purses over last year. We are preforming better than last year and so we are creating more purse 
money so hopefully we will help to mitigate some of the decreases that you are facing.   
c.  Don MacDougall –  
Don McDougall took the floor for his presentation on Social Media and Building the Business. Presentation 
(presented on screen at the meeting via Power Point) included at the end of the minutes.  

Question and Answer Period 
Sanford Campbell – Entering into the new era, why do we still use head numbers, and why are we using one-year 
coggins? 

Fred - On the second, Gerry is on the committee and we need to address that.  
Gerry – they will be the same across Canada, we are working on it.   
Blair – ASHA has been pushing SC and HRA to get a nation-wide rule book, we are aware that there is an 
issue, but we cannot just change it here in Alberta, Fred – HRA has the one-year coggins rule, but they are 
sceptical due to the outbreaks, not in the racing industry but in other horses.  As far as the head numbers 
go, is it Century. 
Paul – no it’s HRA.  
Maurice Stewart -  regarding the rule book -  all racing is provincial. SC has a rule book that was used 
when they had judges moving around to the track, but all rules are provincial, and that’s what this 
committee is doing, trying to get the rules together, but provinces control the rules do to pari-mutuel 
racing like AGLC.   
Gerry Hudon – that’s entirely true, we are trying to put a book together so that all jurisdictions have the 
same rules throughout North America. 
 Shannon Crump– eligibilities too? 
Gerry Hudon – No 
Maurice Stewart – John Campbell has spoken about rules for years 
Gerry - yes and he is not on the committee, but it will take a year, so we are hoping that Jan 2019 we will 
have something to put forward.   
Fred – you are working with the provincial regulatory bodies.  
Gerry Hudon- Yes, here Doug Fenske is also on the board and Ontario has Billy O’Donnell. We are working 
hand in hand with the commissions to get this going and it’s working out very well.   
Blair - So the directly answer Sanford, we will look at both issues and bring it to HRA to see what can be 
done, at the next board meeting on the 30th of April. 
Catherine Case -  there are new rules that will be put into place, and they have them all specified as far as 
how many horses are there at a gathering and how it will be one.  The Vets have been told that there are 
new rules.   



 
 

Blair- yes, we can bring concerns forward but there are regulatory committees and boards that need to be 
involved we can take it to them. It may not change right away or not at all, but we can bring it to the next 
board meeting and bring it up and then they can give us an answer and why. 

Derek Stout – Super finals – are they going to be nine horse fields with trailers like last year again?   
Fred/Blair – last year there will be 9 in every stake race.   
Derek -  I don’t’ remember ever having 9 in the races.   
Fred/Blair - there were always 9 in three-year olds and 8 in two-year olds.  But a couple years ago was a 
recommendation to go to 10 horses in each so the board reviewed it and went to 9 horses in all the finals 
including 2-year-old and that’s all the stake races.  Part of the reason is that full/bigger fields means better 
handle and growing the industry as long as it’s safe or all horses and people in the industry.  We need to 
grow handles, fans etc.   

Dan Sifert – Regarding Century Mile racing, I’m wondering if you could elaborate on options and what the most 
likely scenario is.   

Bill Andrew –  The discussion has been led by Shirley. We will be talking to Northlands.  We have talked 
about it at our board level and we believe that it’s important to do a switch, we had a dual breed meet 
here, so we are heading away regardless in early September, we will head to Edmonton, if we can get NP 
on side, but the question is what you do around farm fair.  There are discussions going on with Century as 
well.  Or do you look for someone to put horses for 10 days which is a pain.  But there is a board meeting 
at NP at the end of this month and they will be deciding. We believe that there should be no reason why 
they would not want to keep the slots. They are not making near the money that Century Downs is 
making but they do make money and they do make it when we are there at the end of the year.  Their 
meeting is on the 23rd.  The TB trainers, some of them would love to stay in Edmonton, but we believe on 
the board that there are enough progressive people that recognize the need for having owners of the 
horses of any breed be able to watch their horse locally.  So, we are very confident that something will be 
worked out to race at NP.  So, we will leave in Sept and go north the TB will have meet until 1st week in 
November then we will have to work out with Century and Northlands from farm fair until the end of the 
year because we have stakes and a lot of racing to get in and that’s a time of year that when some of the 
horses get the opportunity to race, horses that maybe didn’t get enough racing through the stake season.  
We are letting Shirley do her thing, she’s always got the best thoughts in mind and she’s been working 
very hard in getting it done.  There is work with NP, AGLC, city of Edmonton (who is more involved with 
decisions at NP), and Century.  
Fred – the problem with Northlands from September to October, is that we have 530K worth of stake 
races form November 3rd to 17th, and we cannot move all those stakes.  TB’s finish here on the 28th of 
October, and we need to get those stakes in.  We always put “change of venue” in the book but not date.  
I want you to be aware of the importance of that. 
Blair – we have guarantees from HRA that we will not miss any race days or stake races.  They do have a 
plan b in place, but currently, we are not privy to it. The HRA executive was not permitted to share with us 
at this time.  Our plan would be to go to NP and then come back to Century to finish the year off, that 
would get us around farm fair and we do have stake races and need to get that done.  It’s very important.  
I don’t see an option to finish at NP so hopefully we have that decision soon. 
Dan – I appreciate that, and I know that there are no guarantees, but we all need to know what’s up for 
options because it’s to hard going on speculations and rumours so thank you I appreciate you being 
candid. 
Blair – it’s unfortunate that we are in these circumstances, we are aware that you need to know, and we 
will do our best to get the information to you as soon as we have guarantees.  No one likes packing up and 
moving, but at the end of the day, we must go through it this year hopefully for the last year. 

Sanford Campbell – is Lacombe out of the question?  I heard rumours that we would race in Lacombe in the fall. 
Blair – I can’t comment on that, I have not heard anything on that and again, we don’t know the plan b 
but at this time, that rumour is not true. 
Fred – they have applied for 10 days but we must wait to see if they get the dates and will hopefully know 
at the end of the month.  They do have 2 days for sure 



 
 

Blair - ASHA has supported their application and told them we would support them if they go forward, we 
are waiting to hear what is happening there too. 

Harold Haining - What is the issue with the rail (still up)? 
Paul - Jamie and JF met with Jackson and Monk about the rail.  I’ve instructed them that it MUST come 
down.  But I don’t know when. 
Jamie - Don said the ground is frozen, and it must wait until it is thawed.   
Fred - There is cement inside the PVC, so it cannot be heated to help thaw. 
 

7. & 8 Election of Officers and Directors, and Breeders Committee 

Position and Elected Nominated 

President – Two-year Term  Bill Andrew 
Elected Bill Andrew  Blair Corbeil  

Owners Chair– two-year term  Don McNeil  
Elected – Don McNeil  Darrell Gaudet 
  Evelyn Sabraw 
  Diane Bertrand 

Driver/Trainer Chair – two-year term Dave Kelly 
Elected – Nathan Sobey Harold Haining 
 Phil Giesbrecht 
 Nathan Sobey 

Director – one-year term  
       Elected- Blair Corbeil, accepting a one 
Year term as Past President  

 

Director – two-year term Jocelyn Hudon 
           Elected – Tim Lake Kelly Crump 
 Dave Kelly 
 Tim Lake 
 Harold Haining 
 Maurice Stewart 
 Angie Benson 

Director – two-year term Jocelyn Hudon 

           Elected – Kelly Crump Kelly Crump 

 Dave Kelly 

 Harold Haining 

 Evelyn Sabraw 

 Maurice Stewart 

 Angie Benson 

Breeders Committee – three-year term (2 
needed) 

Nominated – Terry McIsaac 

Elected – Terry McIsaac, Cliff Coonfer Nominated – Cliff Coonfer 
 Nominated – Evelyn Sabraw 
 Nominated – Angie Benson 

 
With the elections completed, Fred thanked the outgoing members and directors, and welcomed the new 
directors and members on behalf of ASHA staff.  
9. Motioned by Debbie Campbell and seconded by Kathy Coonfer to destroy the ballots.    Motion carried. 
10. Motioned by Phil Giesbrecht to adjourn.  


